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Reliability is the common requirement in generalpurpose computersystem itself.

Abstract:
Cloud computing is the innovation of service
in computing era. In distributed computing which
adoptable technology as it provides integration of
software and resources. In recent years, cloud
computing is highly developed and many company’s
adopted some type of cloud strategy and apply into
their business development. Tremendous growth in
cloud computing and its development motivated us to
implement the fault tolerance techniques in the cloud
environment.
Every system prone to failures but we have
to maximize the up time of server. Fault tolerance
evaluates the capability of a cloud to respond to an
unexpected hardware or software failure. In order to
achieve better performance and resource availability
in cloud computing, failure should be monitored and
handled on time. In this paper we have proposed a
novel approach to increase the cloud environment
performance and uptime using proxy server tools.
Keywords: Cloud Environment, Database, Fault
tolerance.
Introduction:
Trust,ability and performance have become
important in today’s computer dependent world. In
many industries where computer & applications are
used, old dated, malware, expensive, virus, low
configurations, non-maintained hardware’s, nonupgraded application.
Just think, how the computer systems in
aspace oriented projects are running without modify
or non-upgraded. Howtheinstalled computer system
in a nuclear plant malfunctioning? These are
numerousexamples moreclose to normal day today
life, are the telecommunications switching systems
and the bank transaction systems.
To reach the needed performance and
consistency, we need fault-tolerant computer
environment,which has the abilityto tolerate faults by
isolate defect modules, detecting failures due to that
the rest of the environment can operate correctly.
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Four important factors have consider when
developing fault tolerance techniques
First thing, once upon a time computer
placed in clean and cool environment for operating
purpose but modern days computer moved to all the
industrial sectors and service sectors, where the
temperature will vary and pollution level will be in
different condition like dust, pollutant, humidity and
unstable power, Which makes the computer get fail.
Second thing user has changed. Olden days
well trained people had operated the computers but
now due to increasing use of computer, lot of
untrained people operating the computer. These kinds
of activities makes computer become vulnerable like
physical damage, application lose and document
missing, etc
Third important thing is service cost. Earlier
days purchasing computer is very big financial
burden but now a day’s system become cheaper and
service cost increased high. User becomes an
operator which leads to problems and inflation in the
service cost.
Final point, earlier days system probably
used for individual purpose but the trend has changed
and used in the large scale enterprises, distributed
environment, cloud computing, space, nuclear,
etc.When the complexity level has increased, system
has to keep the reliability and fault tolerance.
Related Works:
Prasenjit Kumar Patra,Harshpreet Singh
&Gurpreet
Singh
were
proposed
“Fault
ToleranceTechniques
and
Comparative
Implementation in Cloud Computing”. Author
discussed various existing models for fault tolerance
and compared on the basic metrics for fault tolerance
in cloud environment. In modern world, there are
numerous of fault tolerance models which provide
different fault tolerance approaches to enhance the
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system. Still there are number of problems which
need address in the every frame work of cloud
environment.
Anjali D. Meshram, A.S.Sambare and S. D.
Zade , “Fault Tolerance Model for Reliable Cloud
Computing “proposed a model with fault tolerance
mechanism. Prosed mechanism fault tolerance model
for cloud is based upon reliability assessment of
virtual machinesin cloud environment and fault
tolerance of real time applications running on those
VMs. A virtual machine is selected for computation
on the basis of its reliability and can be removed, if
does not perform well for real time applications.
N. Chandrakala and Dr. P. Sivaprakasam, “
Analysis of Fault Tolerance Approaches in Dynamic
Cloud Computing “, proposed a load balancing
algorithm for virtual machine (VM). The VM load
balancing algorithm is used to balance the load in the
cloud pool. This method monitor the CPU usage
depends upon the request. In thismethod tested in
dynamic cloud environment. Middle node frequently
checks the load of each VM in the cloud
environment. In this method user can able to send
their request to the middlenode, this is responsible for
transfer the client request to the cloud. Here, the VM
load is considered as in terms of CPU utilization of
memory.
Ravi Jhawar, Vincenzo Piuri and Marco
Santambrogio, “Fault Tolerance Management in
Cloud Computing: A System-Level Perspective
“proposed a system-level, innovative, modular
approach on creating and handling fault tolerance in
Cloud
environment.
Authors
proposed
a
comprehensive high-level approach to hide the
implementation details of the fault tolerance
techniques to application developers and users by
means of a dedicated service layer.

are concentrating cloud computing software
application fault tolerance mechanism. In our earlier
research paper we have discussed check point
mechanism for application failures. In this research
paper we are extending this work into the cloud
environment with the help of some experts tool
because cloud environment difficult one. Shelp
system can continuously work even when the
software application fault occur virtual machine
environment.
Cloud is in the requirement of
automatic fault tolerance and process switching from
one server to another server. Due to that requirement
we are installing HAproxy in one server to monitor
the application process running in the all the servers
in cloud environment properly. If any one of the
server get fails HAproxy switch theapplication
process into another server for uninterrupted service.
There are numerous servers there in cloud
environment. For understanding purpose we will take
three servers and proxy server. Among that server 1
& 2 are application server and Server 3 is backup
server.
HAproxy configured on another one
server.Fault tolerance and maintenance monitored by
proxy server in terms of availability and
applications.Server has been installed linux OS and
SQL database. HAProxyserver is used to
handleserver failures in fault tolerant cloud
environment. Configured environment will support
java and SQL.

Server 1

Proposed Method:
There are few fault tolerance techniques
available in cloud computing environment. Since
cloud computing emerges as one of trendy area, we

Server 3

Server 2

HAproxy Server

Virtual Machine Server

Cloud Virtualized Environment
Fig: Proposed cloud Environment
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Implementation & performance Results:
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